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It‟s no exaggeration to say that Gary Small “lives, eats and 
breathes music”. The Belfast based DJ has been an avid 
listener to and voracious consumer of music since as far back 
as he, and indeed any of his peers, can remember.  
 
Memorable as much for his razor sharp appearance as for his 
“rip „em up” DJ sets the turntable troubadour is unusually 
humble when it comes to accolades – preferring to let the 
music do the talking. 
 
He has run some of the coolest clubs in post troubles Belfast 
and was instrumental in attracting fans of funk, soul and groove 
back into city centre venues which had been bereft of nightlife 
and entertainment for the best part of his young life.   
 
In the past ten years he has run clubs such as “Sonic soup” 
and “Move on up”. He has DJ‟d at every relevant funk, soul, 
garage, psych club in Ireland and slays crowds not only with 
his choice of tracks (mostly obscure non-scene cuts) but also 
with his infectious enthusiasm for the sharing of lesser known tracks from certain genres.  
 
Much of his time is spent trawling the music crates of second hand shops around the world for those ever elusive 
choice cuts which have become his trademark.  

 
His first love is live DJ work. “Nothing beats the live thing” he says “I still get nervous before a gig, but after the 
first few tracks it’s game on - all systems go!”. His “old school” approach to thoroughly researching each 
individual track he buys means that he has established an encyclopedic knowledge of music covering several 
genres. He can readily identify and name many of the samples currently being recycled to create monster hits in 
modern hip hop, dance and groove tracks. This knowledge combined with the diversity of his tastes in music has 
equipped him well to advise commercial clients in relation to soundtrack development and product branding.  
 
From a live perspective his sets are an eclectic musical experience reflecting a diversity and depth of musical 
knowledge – nothing is a given. “He can move you between feeling like you are in a seedy mid sixties Chicago 
or Philly club to a swank far out Hollywood end of sixties private party -.but then that's my thing” as one 
seasoned scenester put it. 
 
Having cut his teeth DJing in and around Belfast and across Northern Ireland 2011 saw Gary deliver storming 
guest DJ sets in Dublin, Stockholm, New York and Philadelphia together with a few guest radio show slots. 2012 
has seen his Gazfunk blog grow in popularity to the point that it is recognized as one of the foremost sources of 
rare funk and groove in the world with an ever growing fanbase of followers and a top 10 Google ranking to boot. 
 
He‟s very happy with his current situation – he‟s doing what he loves doing, playing music and sharing his 
knowledge. “It’s a double edged sword” he says “I’m an entertainer and an educator, two of the most rewarding 
careers I can think of and I’ve been lucky enough to mix them”. 
 
Only he could have got the word “mix” in there – “lives, eats and breathes” indeed. 
 

 

 


